An ideal tetrahedron is defined as an oriented geodesic tetrahedron in the oriented hyperbolic 3-space H' with all vertices at infinity. Let P' denote the extended complex plant C u {co}. An ideal tetrahedron A is described completely (up to isomctry) by a single complex number: in P' -(0, I. 00 } such that the euclidcan triangle cut out of any vertex of A by a horosphere section is similar to the triangle in C with vertices 0. I and z. We write
Now we state asimplified form-of-the combinatorial result of Neumann and Zagier which is sufficient for this paper. For a proof of the above theorem see [3] . Thus the quotient space RI/R has the induced skew symmetric product A and the pair (RI/R, A 1 can be identified with the pair (H,(SN, R), 2 times the intersection form).
#3. IDEAL POINTS OF C
In this section, we define ideal points of the deformation curve C of a hyperbolic 3-manifold with one cusp having an ideal triangulation. All the constructions in this section are essentially specializations to the afline curve C of Chapter I of [2] . However we take a slightly different procedure which is more convenient to our purpose.
First we take the logarithm of the absolute values of the both sides of (1) in $2.
i (r;,loglz,I+r~logIl -z,I)=O (j= I,...,
For simplicity we set loglrl = (-log]1 -:,I, logI=,I), S,br --and we consider log I I I as a vector in R'". Then ( 1)' is equivalent to PjAlOg IL1 =O (j=l,...,n)
(1)"
where rj = (r>,,rj;)l d,I;I (j = 1.. . . , n). Hence log[nlER.
For each s (s = 1, . . . , n), we define the map by e,: P' -(0, 1, Co} -+ UP 8,(=,) = (-log1 I -I,l. log I=,l)
for Z,E P' -(0. I, co}. 8, is described as follows (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 2 . a, b and c are arcs contained in { Iz,I = I}, {Izs -I I = l} and {Re:, = l/2} respectively. Note that 0&z,) = 0,(;;,). The whole image V, = O,(P' -(0, 1, 00)) is a star-shaped region with center the origin in !R2 bounded by three real analytic curves which are the images of the real lines (-co, O), (0, I) and (I, co). The curves a, b and c are mapped to the half lines Cs, = {x 10, y = 01. b; = {x = 0, y $ 0). and PS = {x = y 5 O} respectively. The three boundary curves are asymptotic to the three half lines 2,. h; and (:, at infinity.
Taking the direct product of 8,. . . . , 0,. we obtain 0 = no,: (P' -(0. I, ccl})" 4 [w2" 44 = (-logIl -&Iv lOYI&I), S,$" = loglrl for I = (2,. . . . , z.). By the mapq: x + x/l + 1x1, we identify Iw*" with the interior of the unit disc D*" in IW*", where 1x1 = (X(x;* + x:1*))*'* for x = (xi, x:l), i , in in R'". We define the compactification of IW*", $, by setting [wz" = D*". The set of boundary points S(rW*") = p -lR*" is in one-one correspondence with the set of families of oriented parallel lines in I&!*". For a subset E c IW*", we denote the closure of E in R2" by f? and its boundary by B(E) = I? -E. We must check that all these solutions are actually ideal points of C, because x A P = 0 is only a necessary condition for the end-point of the half line {tx},,, to be an ideal point. In this case, it is not difficult to see that these four points are actually ideal points of C. For example, on C, we can move (2,. z2) from the initial point (en"', e"") to a real point zI < 0 and zrz > I. and then we can make z, and e1 converge to -co and 1 respectively along the real line. This path converges to the ideal point corresponding to (pz. 2p,). Similar procedures give the other three ideal points.
Remark. As was noted in [3], the deformation curve C has a holomorphic involution J which comes from the fact that we have two ideal triangulations of an (incomplete)
smooth hyperbolic manifold distinguished by the direction in which edges of the triangulation spiral in towards its end. Therefore we obtain two ideal points of C corresponding to one boundary slope.
$4. INCOMPRESSIBLE SURFACES ASSOCIATED TO IDEAL POINTS
In this section we construct an incompressible surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold N associated to an ideal point of the deformation curve C of N.
Each edge of an ideal tetrahedron A(:) has its modulus as indicated in Fig 
Prooj
For each edge e of N, there corresponds a gluing condition vector r = c&r;'), S,<" E R as in $2. The lemma follows from the equation x A P = 0. where the end-point of the half line {tx ), , ,, is the ideal point 6 of C. q.e.d. In the Z-disc D', we may connect each x point to one of the 0 points in one-one way by disjoint embedded arcs as indicated in Fig. 5(b) . In general this can be done in more than one way. We choose one way arbitrarily and denote by 6 the family of arcs that we obtain. We replace the thin rectangles r,.i n V, by the disjoint thin rectangles {e x Si which has the same set of boundary arcs in ?I:. After doing such a construction at each edge e, we obtain an embedded surface S, in N.
As before. we remove a small horospherical neighborhood of the end from N and we The following proposition will be proved in the next section. Assuming this proposition, we proceed as follows. S, n SN is a finite disjoint union of parallel non-null homotopic simple closed curves and null-homotopic simple closed curves in SN. Starting with the innermost nullhomotopic one inductively, we can attach a 2-disc to each null-homotopic curve and push it into the interior of N. As a result, we get a surface S, properly embedded in N whose boundary consists of finite parallel homotopically non-trivial simple closed curves in dN. If S, contains a non-orientable component, we take the boundary of a small tubular neighborhood of S, and we denote it also by S,. Thus hereafter we assume that S, is orientable. If the homomorphism n,(S,) --, X,(N) induced by the inclusion has non-trivial kernel, then by the loop theorem and Dehn's lemma, we can perform ambient 2-surgeries on S, and eliminate the kernel. If S, has a component homeomorphic to the 2-sphere, then it bounds a 3-disc in N since N is irreducible, and we delete such a component. We call these two procedures compression on S,. In this section we denote n,(N) by f. Let p: fi 4 N be the universal covering map. Lifting the idcal triangulation N = A(:?) u . . . u A($) to the universal cover n, we obtain a f-equivariant ideal triangulation of n, where A, is a lift of A($) in f? and yA, denotes its image translated by YE I.
For r = (9, 6,6n EC an y E f, let yA(r,) be an ideal tetrahedron isometric to A(z,). If Imz, = 0, then A(=,) is flat, and if lm z, < 0. then it has the reversed orientation. However since c,$ {0, I, cc1 ), A(:,) has distinct four vertices (at infinity), and we call it still an ideal tetrahedron. Let s, be a topological space obtained from the disjoint union, u yA(r,) (YE I, I s s 5 n), by gluing face to face with the same gluing pattern as in fi, that is, we identify each face or edge of ?A(=,) to a face or an edge of y'A(z,.) by isometry if and only if the corresponding faces or edges of yA, and y'A,, are the same face or edge in N'. g, has a natural I-action which transforms yA(z,) to (Sy)A(z,) for y. 8~ I.
If we choose an isometric embedding of A(=,) = IA@,) (I = the unit of I) into the hyperbolic 3-space H', then for each ideal tetrahedron A = yA(z,) of fl, having a common face (= 2-face) with A(=,), there is a unique isometric embedding of A into H' coincide with the given embedding on An A(:,). Thus starting with an isometric embedding of A@,) into H', extending it in a unique way to an isometric embedding of the adjacent ideal tetrahedra from face to face, we obtain a continuous map For each YE I-, there is a unique element w,(~)E PSf.,(C) such that c,(;~x) = w,(y)c,(x) for x E f?. In fact o,(y) can be defined to be the isometry which maps each ideal tetrahedron c,(A) to the ideal tetrahedron c,bA). The correspondence y + UJ,(~) is a representation of T to PSL,(Q=). We call w, the holonomy representation of r associated to c,. If we choose a different map ci = d:fi in the above, then by the fact that dz = hd: for some hi PSL,(Q=) and thatf; is properly homotopic to fz, it follows that the resulting representation w: differs = 1, 2) . Let C~ be the loxodromic transformation in f's&(C) mapping ~~(0~) to cI(u2) with axis ck(e). Let yi.k be the point of c,(e) such that d(J'i.k, ck(A)) = 1 (i = I. 2). Finally we set x,(eh = (tk)m"'*yi.k and x2(e) k = (tk)-m2'P')'z,k. where the a,-th root of tk in PSL,(C) is chosen arbitrarily since both of xi(e)k and xz(t$ do not depend on the choice. is a fixed geodesic and hkxk is a fixed point in it for k = 1.2, . . . . Since d(x,, ck(/I)) tends to infinity as k --, a (i = I, 2) for each vertex u of A, h,c,(u) converges to an end-point of h,c,(e) as k --* 0~.
q.e.d. 
Proof
In Case I and Case 2, this lemma is obvious from the definition and the proof of the previous lemma. We consider Case 3. We study the following model in H '. Let A(z) be the ideal tetrahedron in H' with vertices (0, 1. z, co} where ZEC -(0, l}. For two vertices u, HP of A(-_) we denote the edge of A(:) connecting u and w by E. Set j, = z and fz = Y---00. For each edge e of A(-_) other than f, and f2. let y, be the point of e such that d(y,.A) = 1 (i = 1, 2). Let f(e) be the loxodromic transformation of PSL,(C) with axis e mapping the face of A(c) containing e and f, to that containing e and f2. Let a. m, and m2 be positive integers such that a = m, + m2. Set xi(e) = t(e)ml"'y, and x,(e) = t(~)-""~y~, where the a-th root of r(e) in PSL,(C) is chosen arbitrarily. For any edges e, e' (#f, , /;) and i,j = 1.2. we show that d&(e). x,(e')) is bounded as z tends to infinity, where we include the case e = e'. If e = Ooci, then using the coordinate H' = Q= x R', y, = (0, c) and -. X. By similar calculations we see that d&(e), xj(e')) is bounded as z 4x
foranyedgese,e'#f,,f,andi,j=l , 2. Now in the situation A = '14 of Case 3, (z,.~) converges to a singular value, and we can transform A to the above model with n = a, or logItraceg,)*/logIl -zJsLI is given by + (n, -n,)/u,. hence it must be zero by the fact mentioned above. Since (trace gr)* is a rational function of 2-J.k. 1 -2r.k and their fractional power, it follows that I traceg,I is bounded as k --, x. Now since g(q -l),g(q -2), . . . g (2) , maps ck(a,) to ck(au_ ,) isometrically, d(~l,(x,), s;) is bounded as k + m by definitions of x1,. xi and Lemma 5.2. Since trace gk is bounded as k + co, it follows that d(x,. ~,(.r,)) and hence d(x,. xi) is bounded as k 4 cc. Therefore if WC take a sequence {h k). h,~f'Sf.,(C), such that it satisfies the conditions of Definition 5.1 for (c,(A). xk), it satisfies that also for ((*,(A'), xi). This complete the proof of Lemma 5.3.
q.c.d. On the other hand, for c E C in a neighborhood of co, 13: has a smooth hyperbolic structure and for each r~:nr(S~V) the number p(x) defined in $2 is the derivative of the holonomy of z in the affine structure on SN up to constant + 1 (see [3] ). If w=(z) is diagonalized (uEC*). then F(Z) = f u2 and (trace w,(z))' = 2 + (p(x) + p(x)-I).
Since both of /l(z) and (trace w:(z))' are holomorphic functions on C. the above equality holds at all the points of C. Since the ideal point b has a non-zero boundary slope, there is an element a E n,(c7N 1 such that 1 log Ip(r)lj tends to infinity as m + cc! (see 92 and $3). This means that I trw,(x)l --, m as VI + rx1 and hence a 4 i,(n, (Y)). This completes the proof of Proposition 4. I.
$6. ESAMPLE TllE FIGI'RE EIGIIT KNOT COhlPLEXlENT
As WC calculated in Example 3.1. the deformation curve C of the figure eight knot complcmcnt has four ideal points. We construct an incomprcssihle surface S corresponding to (11~. 2/j, ). Similar constructions can bc made for the other three ideal points. WC take one twisted square %, in A(:,) and two parallel copies, ZL., and %r.z, of the twistod square in A(z2). After deleting from %, Z2,, Z2.* thin rectangles in small tubular 
neighborhoods
of the edges of N, we connect them as described in $4. In this case there is a unique way to make the connections and we obtain the following surface S, (Fig. 7) .
The boundary of S, consists of two null-homotopic simple closed curves and one simple closed curve with slope [4m -/] in ?N. We cap off these two null-homotopic curves and we obtain a non-orientable properly embedded surface in N. This surface is isotopic to the following surface (Fig. 8) .
Taking the boundary of a small tubular neighborhood of this surface, we obtain an incompressible surface S corresponding to (pz. Zp, ).
